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ABSTRACT 

The nrual square and tf'iangular plan ting geometries are given attention. 
The square geometry is found to utilize only 78.5% of the land are.a, irrespective 
of the planting distance (2r). The unoccupied space is in patches nwnbering 
2500/,l (per hectare) each with an area equal to 0.8584r2 , and approximately 
square in shape. To utilize the unoccupied area (2,154 m2/ha), planting arrange· 
ments arc proposed. 

Introduction 

Countries without much petroleum or natural gas deposits are trying hard 
to locate other sources of energy. Fuels for mo tor vehkles are particularly diffi. 
cul t to locate. One of the more promising solutions to this problem is to raise 
forests of plants. T he logic is that plants through photosynthesis, ~atch. colle~t 

and store solar encgy in the form of biomass. In the Philippines, we have the 
unique situatio n of having already a huge forest of coconut palms. The magni· 
tude of this forest can be appreciated when we multiply 400 million coconut 
palms x 50 sq. m (which is the average ground area covered by one palm) to give 
us 20,000 million sq. m of leaf exposure to the sun . Compare this size to man
made sil icon solar cells, where a I 0 m x 10m is Blrcady prohibitively cos tly. Dis· 
cussed in p revious papers is the amount of energy stored by our· coconut planta
tion (Banzon, 1981 ). It may be noted that while solar energy lenps itsilf rather 
easily to direct use , the storage of the energy (usually in storage batteries) is still 
far from satisfactory; this is not the case with photosynthesis. 

The commercial growing of coconuts at present is meeting two problems: 

!. Among established coconut groves, it is necessary to intercrop among 
the palms in order to improve the profitability of the groves. This is 
esp ecially true in the small plantation owned areas. 

" There is a need for replanting the groves of old palms. 
1l1e following options are now available: 

Ill 
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I) Intercrop using the areas available in established groves. We should, 
therefore, have knowledge of the size and shapes of these areas; this 
depends partly on the geometry of the planting system, of which two 
arc in use: square and triangular. The present study explores these 
geometries in relation lo the areas available for i.ntcrcrop. 

2) in planting for new groves, or in replanting old groves., no provision 
may be made for intcrcropping which means the entire area is planted 
to coconuts as a solar energy collector. Jntercropping. if later dcsirtd. 
is to be done using any unused area between or among palms. The 
determination of the area thus available is one objective ol this present 
study. 

3) Special provision \s made for intercropping areas in establishing new 
coconut groves or in replanting. Since we are using the coconut palm 
as our renewable energy source. we should plan to maximize the number 
of palms per unit area of land e.g. per hectare. but we should t;ivc 
enough area for the i.ntercrop, for reasons stated earlier. Since we can· 
not anticipate what the plants for intereropping arc (this will depend 
on what i.ntercrops are most in demand for a particular region), one 
part of the present study is to explore some planting geometries which 
could suit the requirements of the farmer. 

Traditional Planting Geometries 

In setting up new coconut groves, the practice is to adopt a particular 
spacing (Magat, 1978): this is the distance of a circle supposed to be occupied by 
the palm and is equal to the diameter of a circle supposed to be occupied by 
the palm. l11ere are two ways of arranging such circles: the square (D) and the 
triangular (6). See Fig. 1. 

In any case, the area within the above-mentioned circle is rrr2 and the maxi· 
mum number of palms in a hectare (ha) is I 0,000/7Tr2 . 

In the 0 planting geometry, the number of palms;ha isl'l = (l00/2r) (I00/2r) 
or I0.000/4r2. 

In the 6 planting geometry, the number of palms/ha is N = (100/2r) (1 OO/rv'3 
or 10,000{2,2-J:f The term rJ3 is obtained from Fig. 2. These two equations 
form the basis for the much used table of spacing distances being used in planting 
coconut groves. 

Note that the ratio of palms/ha in the 6 geometry, to that of the 0 is 
4r2/2r2y'3 or 1.15, i.e. the 6 geometry allows 15 percent more palms, regard· 
less of the value of r. 

1be actual area occupied by palms in a ha is area occupied by each palm 
(rrr2) x no. of palms. This area is 

1Tr2 x 10,000/4r2 = 7,854 m2 for D geometry 

1rr2 x 10,000/:ulv'J = 9,069 m2 for 6 geometry 
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Fig. 1. Traditional Planting Geometries. 

- ..r;:,·-r- 1.-
d - l)r) - r "r.J3 = L.732r 

r ig. 2. Triangular P!anung Geometry. 
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Note that a) these occupied areas are independent of r. 
b) the /1,. geometry is more "efficient'' using over 90% of the land 

for palms. 
c) the D geometry, while less efficient for palm cultivated, offers 

2,146 m2jha for an "intercrop". 

The shape and size of the unoccupied space (we will call the "crop" area 
"A") can be deduced from Fig. 3a. The area" A" is equal to the area of tJJe square 
abc d minus the sum of the 4 sectors (shaded). Hence, 

"A" = (2r)2 _ 4 (90
a x rrr2) = 4rL rrr2 = .8584r2 sq.m 

360° 

1his is for 0 geometry. The value of" A" for l:i geometry is (Fig. 3b ): 

''A'" "' 2 1 r x r '3 ··-(. 60
o rrr2)3 

2 v~ 360° 

; 0.1612r2 

In actual practice, r varies from 2 to 5 meters. 'D1esc equations for ''A"' 
show that the 0 geometry offers larger areas for intercropping than the b. arrange
ment. 

The "A" areas arc unconnected and know Jed~ of their numbei/ha may be 
of value. Tllis nwnbcr may be calculated by dividing the wmsed area (2,146 m2 for 
0) by the value of ouc "A"' which is 0.8584r2, giving 2500/r2 per ha in the 0 
geometry and 5775/r2 per ha in the l'l geometry. Some of the characteristics of 
these unocwpied areas (the '"A" areas) are given in Table I. A summary of in
formation comparing the square and the triangular systems of spacing is given 
in Table 2. 

The discussion on the square planting system has brought out the following: 

a) Au area of2,146 m2 /ha is unused in coconut groves. 
b) TI1is unused area is distributed in patches among the palms. 
c) Each patch varies in area from 10.5 rn2 to 21.5 m2 depending on the 

value ofr. 
d) There are as many of these patches as there are palms/ha. 
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Fig. 3a. Vacant area in the square planting geometry. 

Fig. 3b. Vacant area in the triangular planting geometry. 

Table 1. Characteristics of unoccupied areas ("A" areas) 

A (r x r.J3} - 3 

O.l612r 2 

2 
ITT 

6 

- ----·-------------------·- --------
Square Triangular 

'tm no. ofunits/ha area/unit, m 2 no. unirs area/units 

5.0 100 21.46 228 4 .04 
4.5 123 17.45 282 3. l 6 
4.0 156 13.75 357 2.58 
3.5 204 10.50 466 1.97 

Tah1e 2. Summary information on the square and triangular geometries of coconut planting 

I. Geometry Square Triangular 
2. Distance between rows, m 2r rJ3 
3. No. of palms/ha 2500{r2 2890/r2 

4. Area/palms, m2 2 ' 1Tr2 7rr 
5. Area, ali palms/ha, m1· 71154 9079 
6. Area unoccupied, m2 2146 921 
7. Area/unit unoccupied, m 2 0.8584,.2 0.1612T2 

8. No. unoccupied units 2500/r2 5 713/r2 
9. Approx. shape of unit square triangular 
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Utilization of the Unused Areas in Coconut Groves 

The simplest way to accomplish this is to plant an intercrop; the unused 
Jreas are rather large (10_5 m2 to 21.5 m2 ) and can acconunodate even large trees, 
such as coflt~e and cacao. Intercropping is now being practiced. In a 10 m-spaccd 
grove of coconuts, there are 100 units of these unoccupied areas, each of 21.5 m2. 

Instead of patches of land for cropping, it may be more convenient lo have 
available a continuous strip.ln a 100 m x I 00 m land, the number of palms arranged 
in the square geometry is: 

100 100 
N = - -· --- X 

2r 2r 

Since the triangular geometry allows more palms than the square geometry for the 
same area of land , this N may be compressed into a 100 m x 78.54 m lot at a 
sacrifice in the size of r. Let th.is be r,' then: 

100 100 
--X--- -

2r 2r 

which leads to rl = 0.95 

100 
--X 

2r1 

The same objective of obtaining a separate area of non-coco11ut naps may 
be achieved by retaining the normal sizes of r but changing the size of the palm 
area from I 00 m x 7B.54 m to I 00 m x w meters. Then the equation becomes: 

100 100 100 w 
-- X-- X - - X ---
2r 2r 2r rVJ 

and w:;; 86.6 

This means that the palm area is I 00 m x 86.6 m while the non-crop area is 
100 m x l3.4m. The number of palm would be the same as normally planted in 
a hectare. 

Another planting geometry that appears to have many good features consists 
of strips or double-row palms separated by adequate widths of crop strips. The 
general idea may be obtained from Fig. 4. Zufliga (19 71) of the Bureau of Plam 
Industry, proposed one such scheme and is reported to have actually carried it 
in practice. Because his planting distance is rather small (4.34 m). I have re-worked 
the arithmetic , for larger r values and arn presenting a summary in Table 3. 
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Fig. 4. Double row palms in 5 zones/Ha. 

Table 3. Planting S(;hernes for coconut palms, using alternate strips of palms and other crop 
plant~ (all values in meters) 

A. valur o f 2 r 5 6 7 
a. width, 2-palrn row 

(2r + rV'f) 
9.3 11.2 !3 

c. no . or palms/2 rows 40 :n 28 
(I 00/2r) X 2 

D. no . palm-..:rop strips b 6 5 
(assumed) 

L. width , palm-crop ~rip lb.? 16.7 20 
( I 00/ no. strips) 

I . width crop strip 7.36 5 .5 7 
(I;. - R) 

C . No. palmsiha 240 198 140 
(("X 0) 

H. theory. palms/ ha 400 278 20-' 
I. (.;/tJ, r; 60 7 1 68 

·- - ------ --·--
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Summary 

l. If the coconut palm is to be used as the sole solar energy collector, the 
triangular geometry of planting is indicated since over 90'/( of the land area is 
utilized. 

2. If intercropping is desired, U1e u~e of the unutilizcd areas in-between 
the palms, the square geometry of planting is advantageous. This unutilized area 
(2, 146 m2 per hectare) is in unconnected units ranging in area from I 0 m2 to 
21 m2, depending on the distance of spacing. 

3. tr a separate area for a non-coconut crop is desired, the 7.854 m2 or· 
dinarily re4uired per ha, in the square geometry, may be planted in the trian
gular geometry and the remaining 2,146 m2 used wholly for the other crops. 
In thif manner. the loss of number of palms is only about I 0%. while a large single 
area becomes avai.lable for other crops. 
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